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Appendix 

 

Interaction of metonymy: 

 

A. Single metonymy 

 
1. 含糊其詞 han hu qi ci ‘to blur one’s words’ 

2. 閃爍其詞 shan shuo qi ci [flash the words] ‘skirting the issue’ 

 

B. Double metonymy 

 
1. 一目了然 yi mu liao ran [one-glance understand] ‘understand at one glance’ 

2. 耳目一新 er mu yi xin [ear-eye refresh]‘refreshing; a pleasant change of 

atmosphere or appearance of a place’ 

3. 眼花撩亂 yan hua liao luan [eyes-dim bedaze] ‘to dazzle the eyes; see things in a 

blur’ 

4. 怵目驚心 chu mu jing xin [touch eyes frighten heart] ‘be thoroughly frightened’ 

5. 瞠目結舌 cheng mu jie she [stare tongue-tied] ‘look stunned’ 

6. 危言聳聽 wei yan song ting [dangerous-words terrifying-hearing] ‘a startling 

statement creates a sensation; to get a rise out of someone’ 

 

C. Triple metonymy 

 
1. 冷眼 leng-yan [cold-eye] ‘cold indifference’ 

2. 冷眼旁觀 leng-yan pang-guan  [cold-eye side-look on] ‘to look coldly from 

the sidelines; to look on as a disinterested bystander; to look on indifferently or 

unmoved; to stand aloof and look on with cold indifference; to have a detached 

point of view’ 

3. 另眼 ling-yan [different-eye] ‘different eye; different attitude’ 

4. 另眼相看 ling-yan xiang-kan [different-eye PRT-see] ‘regard (or look up to) sb. 

with special respect; give sb. preferential treatment; view sb. in a new, more 

favorable light’ 
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Metonymy-based metaphor: 

 

A. Target-in-source metonymy within the metaphoric source 

 

1. 眼光 yan-guang [eye-light] ‘eye; sight; foresight; insight; vision’ 

2. 目光遠大 mu-guang yuan-da [eye-light far-large] ‘to be farsighted; to look ahead 

with wisdom’ 

3. 目光短淺 mu-guan duan-qian [eye-light short-shallow] ‘shortsighted’ 

4. 目光如炬 mu-guang ru-ju [eye-light like-torch] ‘farsighted; looking ahead with  

wisdom’ 

5. 目光如豆 mu-guang ru-dou [eye-light like-bean] ‘vision as narrow as a bean-of 

narrow vision; short-sighted’ 

6. 盲目 mang-mu [blind-eye] ‘blind; blindly’ 

7. 瞎眼 xia-yan [blind-eye] ‘blind’ 

8. 慧眼 hui-yan [clever-eye] ‘discerning eyes; insight; one’s penetrating insight’ 

9. 獨具慧眼 du-ju hui-yan [uniquely-have intelligence-eye] ‘to have exceptional 

insight; discern what others don’t; have mental discernment/perception’ 

10. 火眼金睛 huo yan jin jing [inflamed-eye golden-eye] ‘discerning eyes; insight’  

11. 法眼 fa-yan [magic-power eye] ‘keen observation’ 

12. 眼界 yan-jie [eye-coverage] ‘sight; vision; insight’ 

13. 大開眼界 da-kai yan-jie [big-open eye-coverage] ‘open a new vista; open mental 

one’s horizon’ 

14. 聰明 cong-ming [sharp ears and eyes] ‘to be clever’ 

15. 耳聰目明 er-cong mu-ming [ear-sharp eye-keen] ‘to be very clever’ 

16. 耳聽八方 er-ting ba-fang [ear-hear eight-direction] ‘to hear much; to be very 

alert’ 

17. 眼觀六路,耳聽八方 yan guan liou lu er-ting ba-fang [eye-see six-direction 

ear-hear eight-direction] ‘to see and hear much; to be very alert’ 

18. 閉目塞聽 bi-mu se-ting [shut-sight stuff-hearing] ‘to be ill-informed; ignorant’ 

19. 坐井觀天 zuo-jing guan-tian [from-the-bottom-of-a-well see-the-sky] ‘to take a 

narrow view of things’ 

20. 混淆視聽 hun yao shi ting [mix-up what one sees and hears] ‘to mislead the 

public opinion’ 

21. 深思 shen-si [deep think] ‘think deeply’ 

22. 深謀遠慮 shen-mou yuan-lu [deep-contemplate far-consider] ‘think deeply and 

plan carefully; be circumspect and far-sighted’ 

23. 深思熟慮 shen si shou lu [deep think careful-consider] ‘plan carefully, deliberate 

thoroughly’ 
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24. 老謀深算 lao-mou shen-suan [experienced-plan profound-calculation] ‘make 

every move only after mature deliberation’ 

25. 明察秋毫 ming cha qiu hao [able to see the fine down of birds in autumn] ‘to 

look into a mill; to have a microscopic eye; hawk-eyed’ 

26. 耳濡目染 er-ru mu-ran [ear-immerse eye-imbue] ‘thoroughly imbued with what 

one frequently hears and sees’ 

27. 見聞 jian-wen [see-hear] ‘something we see and hear’ 

28. 觀點 guan-dian [view-point] ‘viewpoint’ 

29. 看法 kan-fa [see-method] ‘a way of looking at a thing; perspective; view; opinion’ 

30. 見解 jian-jie [see-interpret/ understand] ‘view; opinion; understanding’ 

31. 見地 jian-di [see ground] ‘point of view’ 

32. 見仁見智 jian ren jian zhi [see humanity see intelligence] ‘each according to his 

lights; open to interpretation’ 

33. 真知灼見 zhen zhi zhuo jizn [truly know clearly see] ‘insight won from close 

knowledge of subject’ 

34. 一孔之見 yi kong zhi jizn [one hole sight] ‘shortsighted view; limited 

understanding’ 

 

B. Source-in-target with metonymy within the metaphoric source 

 

1. 看重 kan-zhong  [see-heavy] ‘think highly of; regard as important; value’ 

2. 看輕 kan-qing [see-light] ‘underestimate; look down upon; treat lightly’ 

3. 看扁 kan-bian [see-flat] ‘underestimate (a person)’ 

4. 看走眼 kan-zou-yan [see-wrongly with eyes] ‘to make a mistake in judgement’ 

5. 傲視 ao-shi [haughty-look at] ‘turn up one’s nose at; regard with disdain’ 

6. 鄙視 bi-shi [scorn-look at] ‘despise; disdain; look down upon’ 

7. 歧視 qi-shi [different-look at] ‘discriminate against’ 

8. 忽視 hu-shi [overlook-look at] ‘ignore; overlook; neglect’ 

9. 正視 zheng-shi [straight-look at] ‘face squarely; deal with seriously and 

carefully’ 

10. 輕視 qing-shi [light-look at] ‘belittle; look down on’ underrate’ 

11. 重視 zhong-shi [heavy-look at] ‘attach importance to; pay attention to; think 

highly of; take something seriously; value’ 

12. 珍視 zhen-shi [precious-look at] ‘value; prize; cherish; treasure’ 

13. 悲觀 bei-guan [sad-view] ‘pessimistic’ 

14. 樂觀 le-guan [happy-view] ‘optimistic’ 

15. 客觀 ke-guan [guest-view] ‘objective’ 

16. 主觀 zhu-guan [host-view] ‘subjective’ 
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17. 目不斜視 mu bu xie shi [eyes not to obliquely see] ‘concentrate on something; 

take a serious attitude toward something’ 

18. 洗耳恭聽 xi-er gong-ting [wash-ear respectfully-listen] ‘listen respectfully’ 

19. 口蜜腹劍 kou mi fu jian [mouth-honey stomach-sword] ‘honey words and a 

dastardly heart’ 

20. 冷嘲熱諷 leng chao re feng [coldly-scorn hotly-ridicule] ‘alternately taunt and 

jeer (at person)’ 

 

C. Double metonymy within the metaphoric source 

 

1. 偏見 pian-jian [tilted-view] ‘prejudice; biased opinion’ 

2. 短見 duan-jian [short-view] ‘shortsighted view/ opinion’ 

3. 管見 guan-jian [pipe-view] ‘my limited understanding’ 

4. 淺見 qian-jian [shallow-view] ‘superficial view; my humble opinion’ 

5. 高見 gao-jian [high-view] ‘your brilliant idea; your opinion’ 

6. 遠見 yuan-jian [far-view] ‘foresight; vision’ 

7. 卓見 zhuo-jian [tall and erect-view] ‘excellent opinion; brilliant idea’ 

 

Metaphor: 

 

A. BELIEVING IS SEEING 

 

1. 百聞不如一見 bai wen by-ru yi jian [hundred hearing not-as-good-as one  

seeing] ‘It is better to see once than to hear a hundred times’ 

2. 眼見為實，耳聞為虛 yan-jian wei shi, er-wen wei xu [eyes-seeing is solid 

ears-hearing is void] ‘what one sees is real whereas what one hears may not’ 

 

B. THINKING IS PERCEIVING 

 

1. 置若罔聞 zhi ruo wang wen [hear as if not hear] ‘ignore completely’ 

2. 充耳不聞 chong-er bu-wen [stuff-ear not-hear] ‘to ignore what is said’ 

3. 左耳進，右耳出 zuo-er-jin you-er-chu [left-ear-in right-ear-out] ‘not listening 

attentively’ 

4. 鴨子聽雷 ya tz ting lei [ducks listen to the thunder] ‘hear but not understand’ 

5. 裝聾作啞 zhung-long zuo-ya [pretend-deaf make-mute] ‘pretend to be deaf and 

dumb; pretend to be ignorant of’ 

6. 耳邊風 er bian feng [ear-side wind] ‘to be disregarded’ 

7. 觸動 chu dong [touch move] ‘to touch emotionally, to move’ 
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8. 感受思想 gan shou sixiang ‘to experience and feel thoughts’ 

9. 嗅到春天的蹤跡 xiu dao chun tian-de zong-ji [scent spring’s trace] ‘a scent of 

spring’ 

10. 看穿 kan-chuan [see-penetrate] ‘see through’ 

11. 看透 kan-tou [see-pass through] ‘understand thoroughly; gain an insight into; see 

through; know clearly’ 

12. 看透心思 kan-tou xinsi ‘see through one’s mind’ 

13. 識破 shi-po [see-break] ‘see through’ 

14. 看破 kan-po [see-break] ‘see through’ 

15. 看開 kan-kai [see-open] ‘accept or resign oneself to an unpleasant fact or 

situation’ 

16. 你看他會來嗎 ni kan ta hui lai ma [you see he would come] ‘Do you think he 

will come?’ 

17. 看問題要看本質 kan wen-ti yiao kan ben-zhi [see a problem is to see its nature] 

‘to look into a question based on its innate character’ 

18. 行情看漲 hang qing kan zhang [current prices see rise] ‘anticipate the price to 

rise’ 

19. 聽斷 tingduan [hear decide] ‘to pass judgement or verdict after hearing a case’ 

20. 聽訟 tingsong [hear litigate] ‘to hear a case’ 

21. 聽獄 tingyu [hear lawsuit] ‘to handle the proceedings’ 

22. 一點就通 yi dian jiu tong [one touch then pass through] ‘give a hint then 

understand; a nudge in the right direction’ 

23. 觸類旁通 chu lei pang tong [contact analogy widely accessible] ‘to draw an 

analogy’ 

24. 洞察機先 dong-cha ji-xian [penetrating-observation chance-first] ‘with 

penetrating observation or foresight to take anticipatory action’ 

 

C. THINKING IS OBJECT MANIPULATION 

 

1. 滿腦子共產主義思想 man-nao-zi gong-chan-zhu-yi sixiang [one’s head 

crammed with communist thoughts] ‘one’s head crammed with communist 

thoughts’ 

2. 腦子裡裝滿各式各樣念頭 naozi li zhuang man ge shi ge yang nian tou [one’s 

head is filled with all kinds of thoughts] ‘overflowing with ideas; brimming with 

ideas’ 

3. 博學多聞 bo xue duo wen ‘knowledgeable and well-informed’ 

4. 孤陋寡聞 gu lou gua wen [uncultured ill-informed] ‘poorly read and ignorant’ 

5. 牢記於心 lao-ji yu xin [firmly remember in mind] ‘to keep firmly in mind’ 
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6. 佔據整個思想 zhan-ju zheng-ge sixiang [occupy whole thought] ‘occupy all of 

one’s thoughts’ 

7. 博聞強記 bo wen qiang ji [well-informed memorize by rote] ‘to have wide 

learning and a dutiful memory’ 

8. 孤陋寡聞 gu lou gua wen [uncultured ill-informed] ‘poorly read and ignorant’ 

9. 挖空心思 wa-kong xinsi [dig-empty thoughts/ideas] ‘rack one’s brain’ 

10. 構思 gou-si [structure-think] ‘to plan, project; speculation, imagination’ 

11. 琢磨 zhuo-mo [grind-polish] ‘elaborate’ 

12. 推想 tui-xiang [push-think] ‘imagine; reckon’ 

13. 料想 liao-xiang [guess-think] ‘imagine; conjecture’ 

14. 空想 kong-xiang [empty think] ‘hope in vain; fantasy, idle dream’ 

15. 推敲解答 tui qiao jie da [push-strike solve the problem] ‘try to find out the 

solution’ 

16. 琢磨 zhuo-mo [grind-polish] ‘elaborate’ 

17. 推敲琢磨 tui qiao zhuo-mo [push-strike grind-polish] ‘think over and over 

again’ 

18. 揣摩 chuai-mo ‘to estimate, calculate, reckon’ 

19. 思量 si-liang [think-calculate] ‘to deliberate, to consider in the mind’ 

20. 考量 kao-liang [examine-calculate] ‘to deliberate, to consider in the mind’ 

21. 考慮 kao-lu [examine-think] ‘to deliberate, to consider in the mind’ 

22. 抽絲剝繭 chou si bo jian [pull out silk unwind a cocoon] ‘make a meticulous 

investigation’ 

23. 舉棋不定 ju qi bu ding [lift-chess not certain] ‘shilly-shally; indecisive’ 

24. 千思萬想 qian si wan xiang [thousand-think ten thousand-think] ‘think over and 

over again’ 

25. 千思百計 qian si bai ji [thousand-think hundred-plan] ‘use all sorts of wiles and 

methods’ 

26. 千頭萬緒 qian tou wan xu [thousand-head ten thousand-clue] ‘(of things) 

extremely complicated and difficult to unravel, a thousand things to attend to’ 

27. 整理思緒 zheng-li si-xu ‘organize thoughts’ 

28. 集思廣益 ji si guang yi [gather thoughts broader benefit] ‘two heads are better 

than one’ 

29. 一籌莫展 yi chou mo zhan [one plan not open] ‘couldn't suggest a move or do a 

thing’ 

30. 一竅不通 yi qiao bu tong [one aperture not through] ‘an absolute blockhead’ 

31. 困心衡慮 kuen shin heng liu [distress-mind block-thought] ‘distressed in mind 

and perplexed in thought’ 

32. 百思不解 bai si bu jie [hundred think not solve] ‘dazed and confused’ 
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33. 不得要領 bu de yao ling [not catch the waist and collar] ‘completely at sea’ 

34. 一知半解 yi zhi ban jie [one known half comprehend] ‘fail to understand’ 

35. 觸礁 chu-jiao [run into submerged rock] ‘my thoughts are a wreck; unable to 

think’ 

36. 運用思想 yun-yong sixiang [apply thoughts] ‘apply thoughts/ideas’ 

37. 攪亂思想 jiao-luan sixiang [mess-up thoughts] ‘mess up thoughts/ideas’ 

38. 花心思 hua xinsi [spend thoughts/ideas] ‘take great effort; put your head into’ 

39. 用心思 yong xinsi [use thoughts] ‘take great effort’ 

40. 迷思 misi ‘myth’ 

41. 思想淺薄 sixiang chian bo [thoughts-superficial] ‘superficial and uninformed 

thought’ 

42. 思想純正 sixiang chun zheng [thoughts-loyal] ‘honest and sincere thought’ 

43. 思想古舊 sixiang gu jiu [thoughts-old] ‘old-fashioned thought/ ideas’ 

44. 思想腐敗 sixiang fubai [thoughts rot] ‘corrupted thoughts’ 

45. 思想失靈 sixiang shiling ‘invalid thoughts’ 

46. 巧思 qiao xiang [delicate-thought] ‘a clever thought’ 

47. 思想包袱 sixiang baofu [thought bundle] ‘load weighing on one’s mind’ 

48. 思想疙瘩 sixiang geda [thought knot] ‘a knot or hang-up on one’s mind’ 

49. 精神食糧 jingshen shiliang [spiritual grain] ‘nourishment for the mind; spiritual 

food’ 

50. 陳腐觀念 chen-fu guannian [stale-rotten idea/ concept] ‘an out-moded idea’ 

51. 摸索 mo-suo [touch-search] ‘grope for; dawdle, potter about’ 

52. 按圖索驥 an tu suo ji [follow a map to search a good horse] ‘locate something 

by a plan or chart; be bigoted, be a stickler for forms or tradition’ 

53. 搜索枯腸 sou-suo ku-chang [search drained intestines] ‘cudgel one’s brain; 

hammer one’s head’ 

54. 抓不到重點 zhua-bu-dao zhong dian[unable to grasp  main point] ‘unable to 

understand the main point’ 

55. 摸不著邊際 mo-bu-zhao bianji [unable to touch the edge] ‘cannot understand at 

all’ 

56. 摸不著頭腦 mo-bu-zhao tounao [unable to touch the head] ‘to be at a loss’ 

57. 摸不清 mo-bu-qing [touch-not-clear] ‘fail to understand’ 

58. 摸不著 mo-bu-zhao [unable to touch] ‘cannot understand’ 

59. 難以捉摸 nan yi juo mo [hard to catch touch] ‘hard to get the gist; failure to 

comprehend’ 

60. 理出頭緒 li-chu tou-xu [manage-out clues] ‘ferret out clues’ 

61. 眉目 mei-mu [brow-eye] ‘features; looks; logic (of writing); sequence of ideas’ 

62. 計畫有了眉目 jihua you le mei-mu [plan have PRT brow-eye] ‘the plan is 
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beginning to take shape’ 

63. 抓緊這個想法 zhua-jin zhe-ge xiangfa [seize this thoughts/ideas] ‘seize this 

thoughts/ideas’ 

64. 抓到要點 zhua-dao yao-dian [grasp main point] ‘get the gist’ 

65. 摸透 mo-tou [touch-through] ‘understand thoroughly’ 

66. 摸清 mo-qing [touch-clear] ‘to have a thorough understanding of’ 

67. 掌握重點 zhang-wo zhong dian [control main point] ‘grasp the gist’ 

68. 瞭若指掌 liao ruo zhi zhang [clear like pointing at a palm] ‘very evident’ 

69. 舉一反三 ju yi fan san [raise one infer three] ‘learning by analogy’ 

70. 籌思 chou si [plan think] ‘to plan, project; speculation’ 

71. 設想 she xiang [arrange think] ‘to conjecture; to consider for’ 

72. 構思 gou-si [structure-think] ‘to plan, project; speculation, imagination’ 

73. 假想 jia-xiang [simulate-think] ‘fancy; imagine’ 

74. 凝想 ning-xiang [coagulate-think] ‘meditate’ 

75. 聯想 lian-xiang [combine think] ‘by association of thought, mental association’ 

76. 異想天開 yi xiang tian kai [strange-think sky-open] ‘have strange, fantastic 

ideas’ 

77. 胡思亂想 hu si luan xiang [without law or order think] ‘indulge in wild or 

unjustified hope, fancies; let mind wander’ 

78. 挖空心思 wa-kong xinsi [dig-empty thoughts/ideas] ‘rack one’s brain’ 

79. 嘔心瀝血 ou xin li xie [vomit-heart strain-blood] ‘rack one’s brain’ 

80. 心領神會 xin ling shen hui [heart accept spirit understand] ‘without any verbal 

expression one has already comprehended in mind’ 

81. 領略自由之樂 ling lue zi-you zhi le ‘comprehend the pleasure of freedom’ 

82. 思想培養 sixiang pao-yang [thoughts cultivate] ‘cultivation of thoughts’ 

83. 扼殺思想 e-sha sixiang [strangle thoughts] ‘suppress thoughts’ 

84. 封閉思想 feng-bi sixiang [close-up thoughts] ‘isolate thoughts’ 

85. 思想改變 sixiang gaibian [thought change] change of thinking 

86. 箝制思想 qianzhi sixiang ‘suppress thoughts’ 

87. 壓制外來的思想 yazhi wailai de sixiang ‘suppress imported thoughts’ 

88. 控制思想 kong-zhi sixiang [control thoughts] ‘control thoughts/ideas’ 

89. 禁錮思想 jin-gu sixiang [imprison thoughts] ‘forbid thoughts’ 

90. 統一思想 tung-yi sixiang [unite thoughts] ‘unite thoughts’ 

91. 武裝思想 wu-zhuang sixiang [arm thoughts] ‘arm the thoughts’ 

92. 保衛新思想 bao-wei xin sixiang [safeguard new thoughts] ‘to protect new 

thoughts’ 

93. 扭曲儒家思想 niu qu ru-jia sixiang [twist Confucianism thoughts] ‘distort 

Confucianism’ 
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94. 思潮 sichao ‘current of thought; popular trend of ideas’ 

95. 思想落伍 sixiang luowu ‘outdated thoughts / ideas’ 

96. 思想解放 sixiang jiefang ‘to free thoughts’ 

97. 思想發達 sixiang fada ‘to develop thoughts’ 

98. 宰制人的思想 zaizhi ren de sixiang ‘control one’s thoughts’ 

99. 限制了思想 xianzhi le sixiang ‘restrict thoughts’ 

100. 思想管制 sixiang guanzhi ‘restrict thoughts’ 

101. 開放思想 kaifang sixiang ‘to liberalize thoughts’ 

102. 約束思想 yueshu sixiang ‘restrain thoughts’ 

103. 敗壞思想 baihuai sixiang ‘corrupt thoughts’ 

104. 思想薰陶 sixiang xuntao ‘transforming influence on thoughts’ 

105. 思想同化 sixiang tonghua ‘assimilate thoughts’ 

106. 舊思想的束縛 jiu sixiang-de shu-fu [old ideas’ binding] ‘the binding of old 

ideas’ 

107. 拴住了人的思想 shuanzhu le ren de sixiang ‘restrict one’s thoughts’ 

108. 拋棄資產階級思想 pao-qi zi-chan-jie-ji sixiang [abandon the bourgeois  

thoughts] ‘abandon the bourgeois thoughts’ 

109. 拋在腦後 pao zai nao hou [toss at brain back] ‘ignore/neglect’ 

110. 選擇新思想 xuan-ze xin sixiang [choose new thought] ‘choose new ideas’ 

111. 產生好的點子 chan-sheng hao-de dianzi [produce good ideas] ‘generate good 

ideas’ 

112. 創造好的點子 chuang-zao hao-de dianzi [create good ideas] ‘create good ideas’ 

113. 新思想的創生 xin sixiang de chuang-sheng [new thought birth] ‘the birth of 

new thoughts/ideas’ 

114. 思想大量出現 sixiang da-liang chu-xian [thoughts in great quantities appear] 

‘thoughts spawn in great quantities’ 

115. 思想就已形成 sixiang jiu yi xing-cheng [thoughts already form] ‘thoughts/ 

ideas have already been formed’ 

116. 孕育出偉大的思想 yun-yu-chu wei-da de sixiang [nourish one great thought] 

‘foster great thoughts/ideas’ 

117. 思想交流 sixiang jiaoliu [thought exchange] ‘exchange of thoughts/ideas’ 

118. 灌輸思想 guanshu sixiang [pour-into thoughts] ‘to indoctrinate, brainwash, sow 

ideas into the mind of people’ 

119. 思想鬥爭 siziang douzheng [thoughts struggle] ‘competing thoughts’ 

120. 思想火花 sixiang huohua  [thought sparks] ‘spark of imagination; brainstorm’ 

121. 思想融合 sixiang rong-he [thought merge] ‘to blend thoughts’ 

122. 偷取別人的想法 tou-qu bie-ren-de sixiang ‘steal other’s ideas’ 
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123. 交換思想與論點 jiao-huan sixiang yu lundian [exchange thoughts and point of 

view] ‘exchange of thoughts and points of view’ 

124. 訊息傳遞 xunxi chuandi ‘circulate the news’ 

125. 傳播這些思想 chuan-bo zhexie sixiang ‘transmit these thoughts or ideas’ 

126. 傳達我的想法 chuan-da wode xiangfa [transmit my thoughts] ‘express my 

thoughts’ 

127. 傳達 chuanda ‘to communicate (thoughts, ideas)’ 

128. 散布 sanbu ‘spread’ 

129. 大放厥詞 dafang jueci ‘address exaggeratedly’ 

130. 傳布 chuanbu ‘spread’ 

131. 鼓吹思想 guchui sixiang [beat-blow thoughts] ‘promote thoughts’ 

132. 詞不達意 ci bu da yi [words not express meaning] ‘language fails to express the 

meaning’ 

133. 分享思想 fenxiang sixiang ‘sharing thoughts’ 

134. 溝通思想 goutong sixiang ‘communicate thoughts with others’ 

135. 靈犀相通 lingxi xiang tong [sagacious-rhinoceros in contact with each other] 

‘the meeting of minds’ 

 

D. ACQUIRING IDEAS IS EATING 

 

1. 滿腹經綸 man-fu jing-lun [full stomach management of political affairs] ‘have 

an encyclopedic mind’ 

2. 腦滿腸肥 nao-man chang-fei [brain-full intestines-fat] ‘foolish or stupid’ 

3. 滿腹珠璣 man fu zhu ji [full stomach pearls] ‘very talented’ 

4. 餿主意 sou zhuyi [spoiled ideas] ‘a lousy idea’ 

5. 斟酌 zhen zhuo [serve-drink wine]‘To gauge or consider course and extent of 

action; to consider carefully’ 

6. 吸納西方思想 xi na xi-fang sixiang [absorb the western thought] ‘incorporate 

the western thought’ 

7. 囫圇吞棗 hulun tun zao [whole swallow dates] ‘read without understanding’ 

8. 生吞活剝 sheng tun huo bo [alive-swallow alive-skin] ‘interpret text, passage 

crudely without real understanding’ 

9. 食古不化 shi gu bu hua [eat ancient teachings without digesting them] ‘too 

conservative and cannot bear change’ 

10. 反芻思考 fan chu si kao [chew-the-cud think] ‘chew the cud; ponder again and 

again; mull it over’ 

11. 再三咀嚼 zai san jujue [repeatedly chew] ‘dwell on the meaning repeatedly’ 
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12. 含英咀華 han ying jiu hua [keep the essence in the mouth and chew it] ‘to enjoy 

the beauty of words; containing the cream of the literary tradition’ 

13. 津津有味 jun-jun you-wei [gusty relish] ‘with great interest’ 

14. 味如嚼蠟 wei ru jiao la [taste like eating wax] ‘tedious thoughts’ 

15. 索然無味 suo ran wu wei [completely no taste] ‘dull, uninteresting’ 

16. 醍醐灌頂 ti-hu guan-ding [refined cheese pour into the head] ‘insert the best 

intelligence to make people intelligent’ 

17. 醞釀新的想法 yun-niang xin de xiangfa [ferment new thoughts/ideas] ‘to 

ferment new ideas/thoughts’ 

 

E. THINKING IS MOVING 

 

1. 想來想去 xiang-lai xiang-qu [think-coming think-going] ‘turn over and over in 

one’s head’ 

2. 細想 xi-xiang [fine-think] ‘think carefully; ponder’ 

3. 精思 jing-si [fine think] ‘think carefully’ 

4. 困思 kuen si [distress think] ‘distressed in thought’ 

5. 苦思 ku-si [hard-think] ‘think hard’ 

6. 苦思不得 ku-si bu-de [hard think nothing come out] ‘think hard but come up 

with nothing’ 

7. 暈頭轉向 yun-tou zhuan-xiang [dizzy-head revolving/losing-direction] 

‘confused and disoriented’ 

8. 前思後想 qian-si hou-xiang [ahead-think behind-think] ‘turn over in one’s mind; 

reflect; muse; think it over and over again’ 

9. 東想西想 dong-xiang si-xiang [east-think west-think] ‘think over again and 

again’ 

10. 左思右想 zuo-si you-xiang [left-think right-think] ‘think over from different 

angles; turn something over in one’s mind’ 

11. 想來想去 xiang-lai xiang-qu [think-coming think-going] ‘turn over and over in 

one’s head’ 

12. 想入非非 xiang ru fei fei [think into fantasy] ‘indulge in fantasy; get fantastic or 

wayward, incorrect thoughts’ 

13. 沈思 chen-si [heavy think] ‘to contemplate, ponder’ 

14. 暗想 an-xiang [dark think] ‘secretly think or wonder’ 

15. 遐思 xia-si [far think] ‘to fancy, think or wish faraway things’ 

16. 遙想 yao-xiang [far think] ‘think or wish faraway things’ 

17. 思路 si-lu [think-route/path] ‘train of thought; thinking’ 

18. 冥思 ming-si [deep think] ‘to think over again and again’ 
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19. 思慮 si-lu ‘think; thoughts’ 

20. 思索 si suo [thoughts search] ‘think over’ 

21. 尋找這些想法 xun-zhao zhe-xie xiangfa [search these thoughts] ‘consider these 

thoughts’ 

22. 尋根究底 xun gen jiu di [search-root investigate-bottom] ‘investigate, probe to 

the bottom’ 

23. 尋思 xun-si [search thoughts] ‘to meditate, ponder’ 

24. 追求新的思想 zhui-qiu xin-de sixiang ‘pursue new thoughts/ideas’ 

25. 想不透 xiang-bu-tou [think-not-through] ‘unable to understand’ 

26. 想不到 xiang-bu-dao [think-not-reach] ‘unable to think of any ideas’ 

27. 想通 xiang-tong [think-through] ‘straighten out one’s thinking; become 

convinced’ 

28. 豁然開朗 huo ran kai lang [open up with a flash of understanding-clear] ‘the 

view suddenly cleared up’ 

29. 靈機一動 ling ji yi dong [inspiration-move] ‘seized by a sudden impulse; a 

bright idea occurs; epiphany’ 

30. 融會貫通 rong hui guan tong [merge through] ‘to master (a subject); know (a 

subject) from A to Z’ 

31. 茅塞頓開 mao se dun kai [grass-blocked path suddenly-open] ‘suddenly 

enlighted’ 

32. 想出 xiang-chu [think-out] ‘think of; think up’ 

33. 想開 xiang-kai [think-open] ‘accept a situation; not take it to heart’ 

34. 想到 xiang-dao [think-reach] ‘think of; call to mind; anticipate’ 

35. 反思 fan-si [reverse-think] ‘engage in self-examination or introspection’ 

36. 反省 fan-xing [reverse-examine oneself critically] ‘(engage in) introspection; 

self-examination; or soul-searching’ 

37. 追思 zhui-si [chase-think] ‘recall; reminisce’ 

38. 追想 zhui-xiang [chase-think] ‘recall; reminisce’ 

39. 追溯 zhui-su [chase-trace] ‘trace back to its origin; date from’ 

40. 追念 zhui-nian [chase-miss] ‘think back; recall; reminisce’ 

41. 追憶 zhui-yi [chase-recall] ‘recall; recollect; reminisce’ 

42. 回想 hui-xiang [turn back think] ‘think back; recollect; recall’ 

43. 回顧 hui-gu [back-look] ‘to look back; retrospection’ 

44. 想來 xiang lai [think come] ‘remember’ 

45. 想起 xiang qi [think up] ‘remember’ 

46. 歷歷在目 li li zai mu [clear before eyes] ‘every detail is clear in mind as if in 

front of the eyes; just like it was yesterday’ 
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47. 言猶在耳 yan-you zai-er [words-are-like in-the-ear] ‘words and promises are 

still fresh in one’s mind’ 

48. 回味無窮 hui wei wu qung [aftertaste endless] ‘relish’ 

49. 餘味無窮 yu wei wu qung [left-taste endless] ‘intensely interesting’ 

50. 耐人尋味 nai ren xun wei [resist people to seek the smell] ‘intensely interesting’ 

51. 玩味 wan-wei [play-taste] ‘to appreciate slowly; savor’ 

 

F. ENCODING IS OBJECT MANIPULATION 

 

1. 一語道破 yi yu dao po [one-word break-though] ‘to point out directly’ 

2. 冷言冷語 leng yan leng yu [cold-words] ‘shafts of ridicule; talking behind one’s 

back’ 

3. 花言巧語 hua yan qiao yu [flower-words delicate-words] ‘flowery, deceiving 

words; flattery’ 

4. 天花亂墜 tian hua luan zhui [sky-flower disorderly-drop] ‘extravagant talk’ 

5. 穿鑿附會 chuan zao fu hui [poke-through attach-meet] ‘make a forced 

interpretation of text’ 

6. 引經據典 yin jian ju dian  ‘to give quotations from classics or ancient works’ 

7. 旁徵博引 pang zheng bo yin [side-prove widely-quote] ‘well-provided with 

supporting material’ 

8. 輕描淡寫 qing miao dan xie [lightly-depict lightly describe] ‘describe with a 

delicate touch’ 

9. 不著邊際 bu zhuo bian ji [not-touch the edge] ‘talk far off the mark or subject’ 

10. 賣弄淵博 mai-nong yuan-bo [show-off erudition] ‘ostentatious profundity; show 

off profound knowledge and extensive learning’ 

11. 口無擇言 kou wu ze yan [mouth-not choose-words] ‘careless speech’ 

12. 咬文嚼字 yao wen jiao zi [bite-a piece of writing chew-words] ‘to consider 

carefully on word usage’ 

13. 出口成章 chu kou cheng zheng [out-of-mouth elegant words] ‘talk beautifully; 

a good impromptu talker; talk with adroit phrases’ 

14. 陳腔濫調 chen qiang lan diao [ancient-tone abused-tone] ‘hackneyed phrases; 

cliché; platitudes’ 

15. 道聽塗說 dao ting tu shuo [on-the-road-hear on-the-road-say] ‘hearsay, market 

gossip’ 
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G. Image metaphor 

 

1. 口若懸河 kou ruo xuan he [mouth like torrent] ‘torrent of words－symbolic of 

eloquence’ 

2. 妙語如珠 miao yu ru zhu [clever-lines like pearls] ‘pearls of wisdom’ 

3. 靈思泉湧 ling si quan yong [inspiration spring gush] ‘a bright idea occurs’ 

4. 一針見血 yi zhen jian xie [one shot see blood] ‘to point out directly’ 

5. 大吹大擂 da chui da lei [big-blow big-drum] ‘to talk big; loud boasting’ 

 

LITERAL: 
1. 研究思想 yan jiu sixiang ‘study thoughts’ 

2. 激發新思想 ji fa xin sixiang ‘contemplate new thoughts’ 

3. 考驗思想 kao yan sixiang ‘test thoughts’ 

4. 若有所思 ruo you suo si ‘as if deep in thought’ 

5. 狂想 kuang xiang [crazy think] ‘fantasy, entertain a wild hope’ 

6. 妄想 wang xiang [wild think] ‘to covet; to indulge in vain hopes; a fantasy; a 

delusion’ 

7. 試想 shi xiang [try think] ‘attempt to think’ 

8. 默想 mo xiang [silent think] ‘meditate, contemplate’ 

9. 可想而知 ke xiang er zhi [able to think and then understand] ‘understand’ 

10. 恍然大悟 huang ran da wu [suddenly-understand] ‘suddenly realize like coming 

out of a dream’ 

11. 詮釋 quan-shi [interpret-explain] ‘explain’ 

12. 一字褒貶 yi zi bao bian  [one word praise or blame] ‘to criticize’ 

13. 言簡意賅 yan jian yi gai [words-simple meaning-complete] ‘precise and to the 

point’ 

14. 慷慨陳詞 kang kai chen ci ‘harangue indignantly’ 

15. 語不驚人死不休 yu bu jing ren si bu xiu ‘electrified words; shocking words’ 

16. 發抒自己的思想 fashu zijide sixiang ‘express one’s own thoughts’ 

17. 思想的自由表達 sixiang de ziyou biaoda ‘express thoughts freely’ 

 


